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Budh has entered its own Jyotish sign (Swagrah) Kanya, which is also its sign of exaltation. It
ended its prolonged stay in Leo (Simha) today and it will cover the sign of Virgo in quite a hurry.
Although Mercury shows its best qualities in Virgo, this time it will be under a strong influence
from the existing Sun-Saturn yuti in Kanya which can cause more harm than good to the people
and things governed by Mercury.
  
Budh will stay for a short period of 18 days in Virgo and will enter Libra the very day when Sun
also enters Libra, 17th October 2010. That means on that day both Sun and Mercury will be in
exact conjunction and Mercury will be fully combust. Mercury will begin to go combust from 7th
October onwards and will come out of this combustion only on 29th October 2010. By the way,
Saturn is fully combust today and it is time for the people born under Aquarius and Capricorn
signs to be on alert about their health.

Usually, the transit of Budh in Kanya brings good jump in the circulation of money in form of
increased buying, shopping, rise in stock indexes and a general boost in all kinds of trades. But,
Mercury is a very sensitive planet and depends much on its companions when showing good or
bad results. As Sun and Saturn are already in Virgo and Jupiter aspects Virgo from Pisces,
Mercury will be under direct influence from these three planets.

This can bring great fluctuations in the stock markets and those who are seeking profits and a
jump in stocks may be highly disappointed. Profit booking by investors and large scale short
selling can bring down the stock markets to great extent. It is time to be cautious and one must
not invest in stock markets at this stage. Rather, it is time to sell if you are playing on margin
money or to hold is you can hold your stocks. For those who are seeking to invest in real estate
market must wait for one more month before doing so. Some policy change and regulations can
bring a small correction in real estate prices too. 

Mercury in Virgo motivates good speech, logical thinking, articulate expressions and creativity.
But, the Sun-Saturn-Mercury combination can create an excess and wastage of the usual
virtues of a Budh in Kanya. It can make the person too talkative, prone to gossiping and
bragging, having criminal tendencies, and the person can be an expert conman too. Such
people find it difficult to stay for long in any business or enterprise and they suffer from great
financial losses quite frequently. Generally, everyone becomes prone to lose money due to own
negligence under the influence of this transit. Caution is advised for all.

The effect of this transit on the twelve Moon Signs and Ascendants will be as follows:

1. Aries - Mesh: Strengthening of job prospects, difficulties in existing job, health problems to
children, increase in expenses, health problems related to bones and digestion.

2. Taurus - Vrishabh: Change in job, difference of opinion with business partners, unnecessary
wastage of money, Children will require more attention and care.

3. Gemini - Mithun: Health problem to self, a short term ailment requiring bed rest, unwise
investment in a property, damage to or theft of personal vehicle, souring of relations with in
laws.
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4. Cancer - Karka: Improvement in health, foreign travel, sudden and big expenses, borrowing
of money from siblings and in laws, gain of a new vehicle.

5. Leo - Simha: Income from savings and long term investments, short term travels, good gains
in business and job, job change, disagreements with parental family but improvement in
relations with in laws.

6. Virgo - Kanya: Health problems, difficulties in job due to own egoistic attitude, good gains in
business, health problems to father, increase in worries related to real estate.

7. Libra - Tula: Health problems related to eyes and heart, property related legal problems, sale
of a real estate but reinvestment of money in another property, income from foreign sources,
improvement in business.

8. Scorpio - Vrishchik: Sudden gains of money, souring of relations with close friends over
monetary issues, business gains. 

9. Sagittarius - Dhanu: Loss of job, unexpected setback in business, more involvement in social
work, sale of a commercial property, serious health problem to father.

10. Capricorn - Makar: Foreign journey, good gains in business, increase in artistic and musical
inclination, improvement in relations with siblings and in laws.

11. Aquarius - Kumbh: High chances of accident and other injuries, worsening of pre-existing
health problems, unavoidable travels to distant lands, health problems to one of the children.

12. Pisces - Meen: Marital discord, health problems to spouse, sale of an existing real estate,
beginning of a secret love affair with a female friend.

Jyotish Biz    
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